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The aim of this book is to present a wide range of the techniques and results 
in matrix theory simultaneously with some of their applications in engineering 
and the physical, life, and social sciences. The language is informal, and the 
discussions are practical rather than abstract. In the preface, Bamett describes the 
book as falling naturally into two halves: basic material suitable for a first course 
in Chapters 1-7, and more advanced or specialized topics in Chapters 8-14, which 
would be appropriate for a second course. I agree, except perhaps that Chapter 8 
on canonical forms might be more properly part of the first half of the text. 
To set the tone, Chapter 1 (“How matrices arise”) is 10 pages packed with 
examples of matrix applications including distance matrices, networks, circuit 
theory, input/output analysis, linear differential equations, and population models. 
Chapter 2 (“Basic algebra of matrices,” 26 pages) covers the standard notations 
and operations of real and complex matrices in a clear and conversational way. In 
addition to the usual basic operations, block multiplication, Kronecker products, 
Hadamard products, and derivatives of matrices are presented. The problems are 
numerous and interesting, and many are used to introduce supplemental definitions 
and topics. For example, Exercise 2.10 on p. 35 presents the definition of a normal 
matrix as well as the observation that real symmetric matrices are normal, and 
concludes with the innocent question, “What other matrices are normal?’ 
Chapter 3 (“Unique solution of linear equations,” 17 pages) presents a clear 
exposition of Gaussian elimination, including sections on the LU factorization 
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and ill conditioning. The exercises include such topics as LU factorization of 
tridiagonal matrices, and the solution of AX - XB = C when A, B, C and X are 
2-by-2. 
Chapter 4 (“Determinant and inverse,” 33 pages) presents determinants in- 
ductively via expansion by minors and gives the usual properties of determinants 
and inverses, including Cramer’s rule. Resultants, Vandermonde matrices, Schur 
complements, idempotent matrices, orthogonal matrices, and unitary matrices all 
appear in the exercises of Chapter 4. 
Chapter 5 (“Rank, non-unique solution of equations, and applications,” 41 
pages) includes the method of least squares, use of Kronecker products, and a 
section on applications to error-correcting codes. 
Chapter 6 (“Eigenvalues and eigenvectors,” 48 pages) is a lovely introduction 
to spectral and associated properties of matrices, including similarity and diago- 
nalization. Examples of applications abound, and practical methods of computing 
the spectrum are presented, including the power method, Gauss-Seidel method, 
and Jacobi method. 
Chapter 7 (“Quadratic and hermitian forms,” 23 pages) includes Lagrange’s 
reduction of quadratic forms, Sylvester’s law of inertia, computation of inertia, 
and applications to geometry, optimization, and stability. 
Chapter 8 (“Canonical forms,” 28 pages) includes Jordan, rational, Schur, and 
Hessenberg canonical forms, as well as the singular-value and polar decomposi- 
tions. 
The last six chapters comprise about half of the text (pp. 226-420), and are 
devoted to more advanced topics. Chapter 9 is “Matrix functions”; Chapter 10, 
“Generalized inverses”; Chapter 11, “Polynomials, stability, and matrix equa- 
tions”; Chapter 12, “Polynomial and rational matrices”; Chapter 13, “Patterned 
matrices”; and Chapter 14, “Miscellaneous topics.” 
The book has definitely achieved the author’s goal. The exposition and orga- 
nization are excellent. The emphasis on applications is pervasive and well done. I 
simply cannot imagine a student using this text asking the familiar, tiresome ques- 
tion, “Yes, but what can this be used for?’ The exercises are excellent, and include 
many special topics which an instructor may utilize to tailor a particular course. 
The main shortcoming is the lack of abstraction. Barnett’s book is invaluable as a 
resource to quickly become familiar with, say, the Schur complement or the Lev- 
errier algorithm. On the other hand, the words “vector space” and “dimension” 
seem to be completely absent. As a textbook for a very applied course aimed at 
engineering or applied types, Barnett would be an excellent choice. For a pure and 
applied course, it would also be quite good, as long as the instructor was willing 
to supply the usual theory of abstract vector spaces and linear transformations on 
their own. The easy access which this book provides to a broad range of theory, 
techniques, and applications make it an excellent choice as a supplemental text 
for any matrix-theory course. As a reference book it provides many examples of 
applications for the teacher of linear algebra, as well as being an encyclopedia of 
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matrix techniques for the scientific or engineering professional. 
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